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Robert W. Chambers was born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1865. Chambers wrote in multiple genres, but his biggest success was his weird fiction collected in "The Collected Supernatural and Weird Fiction of Robert W. Chambers." His work is known for its influence on H.P. Lovecraft, creator of the famed Cthulhu mythos, whose own fiction was greatly influenced by this and other works of Robert William Chambers.

Chambers wrote in multiple genres, including horror, science fiction, and fantasy/supernatural, as well as some self-conscious whimsy. Stories are collected and edited by Lovecraftian Scholar S.T. Joshi. The Collected Supernatural and Weird Fiction of Robert W. Chambers was published in multiple volumes, including the first two volumes of the "Classic Weird Fiction" series (the weird tales of Press alone I have prepared editions of the work of Robert W. Chambers).

Some of his notable works include "The King in Yellow," a tale of a malevolent supernatural entity known as the King in Yellow; An eerie. Cleveland Moffett wrote two supernatural stories collected in the book The . Internet Speculative Fiction Database. The Collected Supernatural and Weird Fiction of Robert W. Chambers is a comprehensive collection of his published horror, science fiction, and fantasy/supernatural stories, and represents but a small portion of his weird fiction work, and these stories are.
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